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Abstract. The theorem to be proved states that every finite

lattice is isomorphic to a sublattice of the lattice S (5) of all equiva-

lence relations on a countable set 5. Our proof combines concrete-

ness with freedom from long routine computations.

Earlier proofs appear in [l ] and [2 ]. Let L be a finite lattice. With-

out loss of generality assume that the elements of L are subsets of

{l, ■ ■ • , m}, that the unit and zero of L are {l, ■ ■ ■ , m} and <p

respectively, and that the meet operation of L is set intersection.

Write V for the join in L, V) for set union. If r = (ai, • • • , am)ENm

define (r)i = at (1=1, ■ ■ ■ , m); if r, sENm and a EL define r =as

<=*(r)j = (s)i for all lEa; finally let y(r, s) be the greatest yEL such

that r=ys if there is a greatest such y, y(r, s) undefined otherwise.

It is sufficient to find a set SC^Nm such that the equivalence rela-

tions = a form a sublattice of £(S) dually isomorphic to L, which will

certainly be the case if:

I. For each a, BEL with a%8 there are r, sES such that r=^s

butr f^„s.

II. y(r, s) is defined for all r, sES.

III. For each r,sES and a, BEL such that r = a^s, there are u, v,

wES such that r=-au=pv=^aw^=ps.

Now it is easy to construct a finite So^Nm satisfying I and II.

Suppose Sn^Nm is finite and satisfies I and II. If Sn also satisfies

III let Sn+i = S„. Ii not let r, sESn and a, BEL be the least (in some

previously fixed well-ordering of type w of NmXNmXLXL) counter-

example to III. Define wENm by

(w)i = (s)i       UlEB,

= b ill EB

where bEN is distinct from all (q)i with qESn- Then for all qESn,

y(q, w) =8C\y(q, s). Thus 5„' =5„U {w} still satisfies I and II. Now

define u, vENm by
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(u)i = (r)i    illEa, (v)i=(w)i    illEa,

= c        illEP - a, = c iilEP — a,

= d        ill^a\JB, =e ill^aVJB,

where c, d, e are distinct natural numbers not equal to any (q)i for

qESn ■ Then y(u, v)=B (since if u=yv then yCaUj? and y(~\a

Qy(r, w) =ct(~\B so by set algebra yC.B), and for all qESn', y(q, u)

= aC\y(q, r) and y(q, v)=aP\y(q, w). Let Sn+i = Sn'Kj{u, v}. Then

Sn+i is finite and satisfies I and II, moreover r=au=Bv=aw=^s.

Plainly 5 = Un£o Sn satisfies I, II, and III. We note that 5 is

recursive provided that reasonable choices are made for the well-

ordering and for o, c, d, and e; and that the representation is of type 3

in the sense of [l].
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